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An Evolutionary Approach for Gene
Expression Patterns

Huai-Kuang Tsai, Jinn-Moon Yang, Yuan-Fang Tsai, and Cheng-Yan Kao

Abstract—This study presents an evolutionary algorithm,
called a heterogeneous selection genetic algorithm (HeSGA), for
analyzing the patterns of gene expression on microarray data.
Microarray technologies have provided the means to monitor
the expression levels of a large number of genes simultaneously.
Gene clustering and gene ordering are important in analyzing a
large body of microarray expression data. The proposed method
simultaneously solves gene clustering and gene-ordering problems
by integrating global and local search mechanisms. Clustering
and ordering information is used to identify functionally related
genes and to infer genetic networks from immense microarray
expression data. HeSGA was tested on eight test microarray
datasets, ranging in size from 147 to 6221 genes. The experi-
mental clustering and visual results indicate that HeSGA not
only ordered genes smoothly but also grouped genes with similar
gene expressions. Visualized results and a new scoring function
that references predefined functional categories were employed
to confirm the biological interpretations of results yielded using
HeSGA and other methods. These results indicate that HeSGA
has potential in analyzing gene expression patterns.

Index Terms—Clustering, genetic algorithm (GA), gene clus-
tering, gene expression, gene ordering, heterogeneous pairing
selection (HpS), microarray.

NOMENCLATURE

GA Genetic algorithm.
TSP Traveling salesman problem.
HeSGA Heterogeneous pairing selection genetic

algorithm.
EAX Edge assembly crossover.
NJ Neighbor-joining mutation.
HpS Heterogeneous pairing selection.
MIPS Munich information center for protein

sequence.
Gene order.
Distance between two genes and .
Sum of distances between pairs of adjacent
genes in a linear ordering .
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Scoring function to estimate the biological
significance by referencing MIPS functional
categories.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DEVELOPMENT of microarray technologies has
enabled the monitoring of the expression levels of many

genes simultaneously. Advances in microarray technologies
have resulted in a significant increase in the amount of biolog-
ical data available. Given thousands of genes and hundreds of
experiments, a very large number of gene expression profiles
must be analyzed.

Cluster analysis and displays of gene expression patterns are
considered to be useful tools in analyzing a large amount of
microarray data [1], [2]. Clustering methods group genes with
similar patterns of expression [3]. The clustering results are then
ordered linearly for display. Such clustering and ordering of gene
expression information is the basis of identifying functionally
related genes [4], [5] and inferring genetic networks [6], [7].

Clustering methods can be broadly divided into hierarchical
and nonhierarchical clustering approaches. Hierarchical clus-
tering approaches, which are extensively used [1], [8]–[12],
group gene expressions into trees of clusters. They start with
singleton sets and merge all genes until all nodes belong to
only one set. The agglomerative nature of such hierarchical
clustering methods may cause genes to be grouped according
to local decisions [4], [13]. Nonhierarchical clustering ap-
proaches, such as means [14], self-organizing map (SOM)
[4], Bayesian clustering [15], CAST [16], and CLICK [17],
separate genes into groups according to the degree of similarity
(as quantified by Euclidian distances, Pearson correlation)
among genes. The relationships among the genes in a particular
cluster generated by nonhierarchical clustering methods are
lost.

A gene-ordering method determines an order in which to dis-
play smoothly the clustered genes. Finding an optimal order of
genes is an nondeterministic polynomial time complete (NP-
complete) problem [18], so some heuristic methods have been
developed to generate gene orders [1], [9]. Bar-Joseph et al. [19]
further applied dynamic programming to flip internal nodes and
Herrero et al. [20] used neural networks to reorder the leaves in a
hierarchical solution. These ordering methods sometimes stick
at local minima.

Currently, most tools of analyzing microarray data separately
executed gene clustering and gene ordering [1], [9], [13]. These
tools often applied local search or greedy methods to analyze
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gene expression data. In this study, we proposed a GA, called
HeSGA, integrating local and global search mechanisms, to si-
multaneously solve gene clustering and gene ordering in ana-
lyzing microarray data.

The GA, introduced by Holland [21], was first used to design
and implement robust adaptive systems. DeJong [22] consid-
ered GAs in relation to function optimization and Goldberg [23]
considered them in relation to gas pipeline operations. GAs are
inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution. GAs solve problems
in an evolutionary fashion. A GA begins with a set of solutions
represented as chromosomes called a population. Genetic oper-
ators, such as crossover and mutation operators, are applied to
solutions in one population to generate new solutions. Solutions
are selected to form new generations according to their fitness.

GAs have been successfully applied to optimization prob-
lems and some biological problems [24], [25]. However,
general problem-independent GAs are normally not efficient in
solving some specific problems. Numerous approaches, such
as developing problem-specified operators [26], incorporating
local searches [27], and maintaining the diversity of the popu-
lation [28], have been proposed to improve GAs used to solve
particular problems.

In this study, two key mechanisms are incorporated into
HeSGA: 1) incorporating two problem-specific genetic op-
erators, including local and global search mechanisms and
2) maintaining the diversity of population. The results of the
authors’ earlier work have demonstrated that these mechanisms
are effective in solving continuous optimization problems in
some fields [29]–[31]. The main difference in methodology be-
tween the present work and our previous studies is the addition
of two problem-specific operators for efficiently optimizing the
clustering and ordering of genes.

The proposed method was tested on eight test microarray
datasets, ranging in size from 147 to 6221 genes. The experi-
ments revealed that the results were comparable with those ob-
tained by other methods. A new scoring function, referencing
predefined functional categories, was also investigated to eval-
uate the performance of the analytical tools. The score of the
gene order obtained by the proposed HeSGA is strongly related
to the real biological classes and is consistent with the biolog-
ical meanings. The experimental clustering and visual results
indicate that HeSGA can order genes smoothly and group genes
with similar expressions.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The spotted DNA microarray, developed at Pat Brown’s Lab-
oratory in Stanford University [33], was developed especially
for assaying gene expression. DNA microarrays are broadly
applied in many biological applications, such as detecting
mutation [34], [35], molecular evolution studies, molecular
diagnosis [36], [37], functional genomics [38], [39], genetic
mapping [40], and others. Gene clustering and gene ordering
are important in analyzing very large bodies of microarray
expression data. In clustering and ordering genes in an anal-
ysis of gene expression data, a linear ordering of genes is

sought, such that genes with similar expression profiles are
close to each other. An optimal gene order, a minimum sum of
distances between pairs of adjacent genes in a linear ordering

can be formulated as [18]

(1)

where is the number of genes and is the
distance between two genes and . In this study,
the centered Pearson correlation is used to specify the
distance . For convenience of description, let

and be the expression
levels of the two genes in terms of log-transformed data
obtained over a series of experiments. The distance between

and is

(2)

where represents the centered Pearson correlation and is
defined as

(3)

where and are the mean and standard derivation of the
gene , respectively. Now

(4)

The value of is between 1 and 1 and the value of
in (1) ranges from zero to two. Intuitively, if two

genes are similar, then the distance between them is short.
The formula (1) for optimal gene ordering is the same as that

used to determine the shortest Hamiltonian path through a set of
cities on the condition that each city is visited only once. This

problem is equivalent to an ( )-city TSP with an additional
city whose distance from all the other cities is zero. TSP is well
known to be NP-complete [41]. This paper presents a robust GA
to solve this problem.

Ordered genes are flexible and can be easily transformed
into various clusters and hierarchical trees according to the
conditions or requirements [42]. Users and biological experts
can use the information provided by the ordering to identify
clusters and interpret those microarray data. Fig. 1 presents an
example of the construction of a hierarchical tree by the pro-
posed procedure [42]. Given the order of genes ,
the score associated with swapping two adjacent genes is
defined as

. The two neighboring genes with the minimum
score of all pairs of genes are connected. Assume that and

are connected; these two genes are replaced by , and the
gene order is updated as .
The distance between and , , is given by

. Repeat the
substutions until all genes are connected in a single tree.
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Fig. 1. Steps and an example of constructing a hierarchical tree from a given gene order. This approach [42] is able to transform an order gene into different
clusters.

III. HETEROGENEOUS SELECTION GENETIC ALGORITHM

The HeSGA consists of a new NJ, an EAX [26], a new
HpS, and a family competition. The EAX and NJ are used
to preserve adjacent genes with similar expressions globally
and locally, respectively. The family competition and the HpS
maintain the diversity of the population. Notably, a good edge
is one that connects adjacent genes with similar expression
profiles.

The NJ mutation, a local search mechanism, can align two
genes with similar expression levels. The EAX, a global search
mechanism, based on graphical theories, has been considered
to be an effective crossover operator for TSPs [43]–[46]. The
EAX and the NJ mutation generate offspring by preserving good
edges from parents and adding new edges heuristically. The HpS
selects two parents according to similarities among edges in a
population for applying crossover operators to reduce the pre-
maturity effects. Finally, the family competition, derived from
( )-ES [47] and the Lin–Kernigan heuristic, is the local
search procedure for the optimal solution.

Fig. 2 depicts the main steps of the HeSGA. The initial pop-
ulation includes chromosomes. Each chromosome repre-
sents a gene order , where and is the size of
the population. Consider genes; the chromosome is rep-
resented as

(5)

After the fitness is evaluated from (1), each individual in the
population sequentially becomes the “family father ( )” such
that by HpS can select another individual and produce some
offspring by the EAX and family competition. The individual
with the lowest fitness value among and its offspring becomes
the intermediate solution. The NJ then refines the intermediate
solution to generate a child ( ). Each individual in the popula-
tion sequentially undergoes the above steps to generate its child.
These solutions ( ) become the population of the
next generation.

The algorithm terminates when one of following criteria is
satisfied: 1) the maximum preset search time is exhausted; 2) all
individuals of a population are the same; or 3) all of the children
generated over five generations are poorer than their parents.

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed GA (HeSGA).

Notably, both crossover and mutation rates are one. HpS, EAX,
and NJ are briefly described below.

A. HpS

The HpS selects each “family father ( )” and another in-
dividual from the current population according to the edge
similarity to which the crossover operators, such as EAX, are
applied. The HpS reduces the probability of becoming trapped
at a local optimum by avoiding incest. The formulation and
implementation of the HpS is as follows. Let
be the current population, be the set of the edges of the
solution , and be the number of edges of .
The number of identical edges of two individuals (
and ) is .
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Fig. 3. Steps and an example of the EAX crossover operator. (a) Given tours A, B, the graph G is obtained by overlapping tours A and B. (b) The instances of
the division of undirected edges into AB cycles on G. (I), (II), and (III) are effective AB cycles, while the AB cycle in (IV) is ineffective. (c) Four examples of
EAX individually apply some AB cycles on A. (I), (II), and (III) are the results of applying the AB cycles shown in (b-I), (b-II), and (b-III), respectively. (c-IV)
is the result of applying both (b-I) AB cycle and (b-II) AB cycle on A. (d) Four valid individuals are derived from (c) by applying a greedy method.

For each individual , let be the average number of iden-
tical edges shared by and the other individual in the popula-
tion, where , and is the size
of the population. The EAX operator is applied to an individual

, and another individual with , selected by the
HpS. HpS randomly chooses individuals until the criterion

is met.
In the practical implementation, another method was used to

calculate because the temporal complexity of obtaining all
by calculating is . At the beginning of each
generation , the number of times edge appears in the cur-
rent population, is calculated according to

. The sum of the values of over all in the
population, is

Therefore, becomes

Hence, all values can be calculated in , by looking
up the precalculated table. The EAX crossover also uses ,
so little extra effort is required to calculate .

B. EAX

The EAX has two important characteristics: it preserves par-
ents’ edges in a novel way and adds new edges using a greedy
method, analogous to the method of constructing a minimal
spanning tree. The EAX is briefly described here. Two individ-
uals, and , are selected as parents. The EAX first merges

and into a single graph, [Fig. 3(a)]. The EAX traverses
to generate various cycles by alternately selecting edges

from parents and . Fig. 3(b) depicts some examples of
cycles. According to the heuristic and random selection rules,
some cycles are selected to generate a quasi-solution that
includes some disjointed subtours [Fig. 3(c)].

The EAX then follows a greedy method to merge these sub-
tours into a valid solution [Fig. 3(d)]. This solution is returned
if the fitness of this solution exceeds that of its parents. Other-
wise, the procedure is repeated until a solution that is fitter than
both and is obtained or children are generated where is
the family competition length. EAX is used to preserve adjacent
genes with similar global expressions.

C. NJ Mutation

Fig. 4(a) presents the steps of the NJ mutation. The NJ muta-
tion generates children from a start solution given a family
competition length . The NJ mutation involves the following
steps to generate a child. First, a city is randomly selected
from . With equal probability, another city is either ran-
domly selected from the geometrically nearest three neighbors
to the city or the neighboring cities of in another individual,
which is randomly selected from the population. If the edge be-
tween cities and is absent from , then cities and are re-
connected and four types, presented in Fig. 4(b), are generated.
Of these four candidates and , the one with the best objective
value is selected as the parent for the following loop of the NJ
mutation.

The invert operator was used to connect the cities and
for Types I and II in Fig. 4(b). For Types III and IV, a greedy
method is used to merge two disjoint subtours into a valid solu-
tion. The greedy method is as follows. Let represent a city; let

, , represent an edge of length . Moreover,
let and be the edges of the subtours and

, respectively. A pair of new edges and
is determined to connect these two subtours, and , into a
valid tour by maximizing
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Fig. 4. Pseudocode and examples of the NJ mutation operator. (a) The NJ mutation algorithm. (b) Cities c and c are reconnected and four candidates are generated.
The invert operator is applied to connect the cities c and c . For type III and type IV, a greedy method is used to merge two subtours into a valid solution.

TABLE I
RESULTS OF HeSGA TESTED ON 15 TSP PROBLEMS TAKEN FROM TSPLIB [51]
BASED ON THE AVERAGE CPU TIME (TIME), THE NUMBER OF TRIALS FINDING

THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION (OPT TIMES), AND MEAN QUALITY OF THE SOLUTION

(ERROR). THE ERROR (%) IS DEFINED AS (AVERAGE-OPTIMUM)/OPTIMUM

WHERE AVERAGE IS THE AVERAGE VALUE OF 30 INDEPENDENT TRIALS AND

OPTIMUM IS THE LENGTH OF THE OPTIMAL TOUR FOR EACH TEST PROBLEM

The new edges and replace the original
edges and to generate the new solution. In
fact, only the 20 cities nearest each city are considered.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, HeSGA is first applied to several TSP
benchmarks to evaluate its robustness (Table I). The HeSGA
is compared with some other methods [48]–[50], which were
efficient for solving TSPs according to our surveys (Table II).
Microarray data analysis is a competitive field, and no deci-
sive measure of the performance of methods is available. In
this study, HeSGA was applied to eight practical microarray
datasets (Table III), taken from earlier studies, to elucidate the
performance of HeSGA and compare HeSGA with several
well-known clustering (ordering) methods [1], [4], [19]. Two
scoring functions, the gene-ordering formula (1), and the
biological categories formula (7), were applied to evaluate the
performance and derive the biological meaning of the results.
The clustering and ordering of genes by the compared methods

were also visualized (Fig. 5). Finally, the two scoring functions
and visualized results of microarray analysis were discussed.

A. Performance of HeSGA on TSP

HeSGA was implemented in C++ and executed on a Pen-
tium III 500 MHz personal computer with a single processor.
HeSGA was tested on 17 TSP benchmarks, with from 101 to
13 509 cities. Each problem was tested over 30 trials. The value
of was set as 20. The size of the population ( ) was set to
the number of cities in problems that involved fewer than 1000
cities, and half of the number of cities in larger problems.

Table I lists the results obtained using HeSGA to these
problems, including execution time (time), the number of trials
required by HeSGA to determine the optimal solution (opt
times), and the mean quality of the solution (error) over 30
trials. As presented in Table I, HeSGA can find an optimal
solution to each problem in at least 27 out of 30 independent
trials. The mean error for each problem is only 0.004% from
the optimal solution. The result of testing HeSGA on these
TSPs is promising.

HeSGA was compared with some Lin–Kernighan
(LK)-based heuristic methods, including Concorde LK
[48], chained LK (CLK) [48], Johnson LK [49], iterative LK
(ILK) [49], and Tabu search with LK [50], yielding results
presented in Table II, to show the robustness of HeSGA on
large TSPs. These five methods performed well on these
test problems, according to the results of the “8th DIMACS
Implementation Challenge: The Traveling Salesman Problem”
(http://www.research.att.com/~dsj/chtsp/). The size of the
problem usa13509 is set to 4000, due to memory limitations.

Table II reveals that the HeSGA outperforms other LK-based
approaches in testing problems. The HeSGA can determine
the optimum and the mean solution quality is no more than
0.000 48 above the optimum for each testing problem, although
the HeSGA is somewhat slower than these other methods. For
a large problem, usa13509, ILK is around 50 times faster than
HeSGA with a population size of 4000. Fortunately however,
when the population size is 100, the running time for HeSGA
is approximately that of ILK and the average tour length is
20 014 159 (0.001 566), which is slightly better than that of
ILK.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON HeSGA WITH SOME OTHER LK-BASED METHODS ON EIGHT LARGE TSP PROBLEMS BASED ON THE AVERAGE TOUR LENGTH AND THE ERROR,

DEFINED AS AVERAGE-OPTIMUM)/OPTIMUM. THESE LK-BASED RESULTS ARE DIRECTLY SUMMARIZED FROM PREVIOUS STUDIES,
INCLUDING CONCORDE LK [48], CLK [48], JOHNSON LK [49], ILK [49], AND TABU SEARCH WITH LK [50]. THE LENGTH OF

THE OPTIMAL TOUR OF EACH PROBLEM IS IN BRACKETS IN THE FIRST COLUMN

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF EIGHT TEST MICROARRAY DATASETS CONSISTS OF THE DATASET NAME, THE NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS, THE NUMBER OF

GENES, AND THE DATA SOURCE

B. Microarray Datasets

Table III presents the eight tested biological datasets, selected
from three independent microarray experiments on Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae, [1], [2], [52]. Each dataset is selected either
randomly or according to biological functionality, such as
energy production and associated metabolism. The numbers of
genes in the datasets range from 147 to 6221, and the numbers
of experiments range from 7 to 80. Functional catalogues,
defined in the MIPS yeast complexes database, are used herein
(http://www.mips.biochem.mpg.de/proj/yeast/catalogues).

MIPS categorizations, in a tree-like structure, were made by
classifying around 6450 ORFs (open reading frames) into cate-
gories and subcategories. On first level of the tree, 3936 ORFs
fall into at least one of the 17 defined categories, while 2514
ORFs classified as “unknown” or “not yet clear-cut.”

C. Comparing Fitness of Orderings

Table IV summarizes the results obtained by the proposed
method and five other approaches, based on the score used to op-
timize gene ordering (1). Single-link [53], complete-link [54],
and average-link [55] are three extensively used hierarchical
clustering approaches. The SOM [4] maps grids into dimen-
sional space and moves data points according to their distance.
Software provided by Eisen et al. [1] was used to obtain the
results of the above four methods. Joseph et al. [19] improved

the average-link hierarchical clustering: by flipping the internal
nodes to maximize the sum of the similarities between adjacent
leaves. In this work, Joseph’s method is implemented as in his
original paper.

Table IV indicates that the HeSGA seems more robust
than the comparative methods on eight testing problems, as
measured by the lowness of the values of that they found.
The proposed algorithm consistently yielded the lowest fitness
score using the test dataset. The quality of the solution obtained
by of Joseph’s method was the second best. The following
subsections elucidate the relationship between and the
real biological meaning using a perfect scoring function and
visualization.

D. Biological Interpretation

A new scoring function is investigated by referencing MIPS
predefined functional categories to determine that is
biologically relevant. The biological hypothesis tested by
microarray data analysis is that genes with a common func-
tional role exhibit similar expression patterns across different
experiments. This hypothesis is an approximation to a common
biological reality, and is useful for determining the approximate
distribution of groups. Based on this hypothesis, a new scoring
function is defined, based on the functional categories defined
in the MIPS yeast complexes database.
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Fig. 5. Comparing HeSGA with three methods (Joseph’s method, single-linkage method, and random permutation) on visualized gene expressions associated
with gene orders obtained on the cell cycle data [2]. The expression profiles are represented as lines of gray boxes, each of which corresponds to a single
experiment. (a) These visualized results of HeSGA, Joseph’s method, and the single-linkage method are consistently more organized than those generated by
random permutation. (b)–(f) Some grouped genes obtained by HeSGA have similar expression patterns and are coexpressed in each group: (b) mating related;
(c) mitosis and cytoskeletal related; (d) subtelomerically encoded proteins; (e) transport permeases; and (f) chromatin structure histones.

TABLE IV
COMPARISONS WITH SINGLE-LINKAGE, AVERAGE-LINKAGE, COMPLETE-LINKAGE, SELF-ORGANIZING MAP, AND JOSEPH [19] ON EIGHT

BIOLOGICAL DATASETS BASED ON THE GENE ORDERING FUNCTION, �t(�) (1)

Each gene (or ORFs) that has undergone MIPS cate-
gorization belongs to at lest one category, so, a vector

was used to represent the category
status of each gene , where is the number of categories. The
value of is one if gene is in the th category; otherwise
is zero.

Based on the information about categorization, the score of a
gene order is

(7)
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Fig. 6. Example of calculating cat(�) (7): V (g) is the category vector of the
gene g and G(g ; g ) is the distance between genes g and g .

where is the number of genes, and are the adjacent
genes, and is

(8)

The score of a gene order is high if the genes in
the same group are aligned. If the score is the highest
possible, then genes are correctly classified. Fig. 6 presents an
example in which is calculated. The scoring function
(7) is perfect for interpreting biological meaning because
it is based on predefined biological categories of the tested
microarray data.

The scoring function (7) yields the scores of the solu-
tions (Table IV) obtained by the proposed method and the five
other methods. HeSGA was also the best method and Joseph’s
method was the second best. Tables IV and V reveal that the fit-
ness of is small when is large.

The following procedure was used to generate ten solutions
to discuss further the relationship between and . A
gene order was randomly generated for each solution, and
a new order was then generated by switching of the genes
in the old order at random. The fitness values and

were calculated for this new gene order. The new gene
order replaces of the old gene order if for the new order
exceeds that for the old. These steps are repeated 10 000 times
for each gene order. Fig. 7 reveals that is highly correlate
with . These results demonstrate that the scoring function

is a useful scoring function and that HeSGA is a robust
method for optimizing the scoring function.

The scoring function is good for optimizing the order
of genes. Unfortunately, using as the fitness function is
impractical since the information about categories is unknown
in the real world. Table V and Fig. 7 indicate that can be
used to approximate .

E. Visualization of Results

Users can appreciate the results of the microarray experi-
ments if the expression data are presented as colored boxes.
Fig. 5(a) presents the visualized gene expressions associated
with gene orders, obtained by applying HeSGA, Joseph’s
method, single linkage method, and random permutation, to
the cell cycle data [2]. The expression profiles are represented
as lines of gray boxes, each of which corresponds to a single
experiment. All of the results in Fig. 5 were displayed using
TreeView [1].

TABLE V
COMPARISONS WITH SINGLE-LINKAGE, AVERAGE-LINKAGE,

COMPLETE-LINKAGE, SELF-ORGANIZING MAP, AND JOSEPH [19]
ON EIGHT BIOLOGICAL DATASETS BASED ON THE PREDEFINED

FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES, cat(�) (7)

Fig. 7. Relationship between two scoring functions: �t(�) [(1), our objective
function] and cat(�) [(7), the scoring function which references the MIPS
functional categories]. � represents a gene order. �t(�) and cat(�) are highly
correlated based on 100 000 gene orders generated with a simple procedure
(see text).

These visualized results of HeSGA, Joseph’s method, and
the single-linkage method are more organized than those gen-
erated by random permutation [Fig. 5(a)]. HeSGA and Joseph’s
method yield similar results, which were the best of all those
obtained by the compared methods. For the other seven testing
datasets, HeSGA also generated favorable gene orders. The vi-
sualized results were consistent with the previous discussion of

and in Sections IV-C and IV-D.
Neighboring genes in a particular group have the same

function. As shown in Fig. 5(a)–(f), most genes in a single
group have similar expression patterns and participate in shared
cellular processes. For example, most mating-related genes
are grouped as depicted in Fig. 5(b); mitosis processes and
cytoskeleton-related genes are grouped as shown in Fig. 5(c),
and transport permeases genes are grouped as in Fig. 5(e).

The 803 genes in the cell cycle dataset include 27 subtelom-
erically encoded genes and nine histone genes with chromatin
structures, whose expressions are depicted in Fig. 8(a) and
(b), respectively. As shown, histone genes (subtelomerically
encoded genes) exhibit very similar patterns of expression in
the experiments and should, thus, be aligned. HeSGA grouped
these nine histones genes in a single group [Fig. 5(f)] of 11
genes. HeSGA clustered 24 subtelomerically encoded genes in
one cluster [Fig. 5(d)] of 33 genes. Joseph’s method divided
27 subtelomerically encoded genes into three groups, which
contained 14, 12, and 1 gene. The single-linkage method
generated two groups of 14 and 7 genes, leaving 6 singletons.
The visualization of the results demonstrates that HeSGA not
only ordered genes smoothly but also grouped genes with
similar expressions.
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Fig. 8. HeSGA results for typical expression patterns of two clustered genes. These two expression profiles are (a) 27 subtelomerically encoded genes and (b) nine
chromatin structure histone genes in the cell cycle dataset. The x axis represents the experiments and the y axis represents the logarithm scale of the expression
level. The expression patterns of the genes in the same group seem very similar. HeSGA clustered 24 subtelomerically encoded genes in one cluster [Fig. 5(d)]
that contains 33 genes and grouped all histones genes in one group [Fig. 5(f)] that composes 11 genes. The results demonstrate that HeSGA not only ordered genes
smoothly but also grouped genes with similar expressions.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed an evolutionary-based method (HeSGA)
to solve simultaneously gene clustering and gene-ordering
problems in the analysis of microaray data. To cluster and
order the gene expression patterns is essential to analyze a
large amount of microarray data. By integrating a number of
genetic operators (EAX operator and NJ operator), each having
a unique search mechanism, HeSGA seamlessly blends the
local and global searches so that they work cooperatively. Ex-
periments on eight test microarray datasets ranging in size from
147 to 6221 genes verify that the robustness and adaptability of
HeSGA in exploring the conformational space in which genes
are clustered and ordered. HeSGA is able to determine mean-
ingful cluster boundaries and the relationship between different
clusters. The clustering and visual results show that HeSGA
ordered the genes in a smooth way and grouped the genes with
similar gene expressions together. These results demonstrate
that HeSGA is a useful tool for analyzing microarray data.
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